Internet applications suggests mapping directly IP over the WDM layer. Since reliability is such a critical issue in these broadband networks, we propose an integrated design method which addresses the problem of survivability as viewed from the IPMPLS layers but taking into account the failure mechanisms in the optical layer. This approach is becoming practical because of the emergence of GMPLS as a multilayer control plane that can support the signaling required for coordinating the restoration mechanisms in multiple layers.
I. INTRODUCTION
The question of whether or not survivability has to be taken into account in the design of optical networks is not an issue anymore, since the failure of a network component may cause a huge amount of lost traffic. For this reason, numerous survivability schemes for protection and/or restoration have been developed for different network layers such as the IPMPLS [l] , [2] , ATM, SONET and at the WDM layers [3], [4] .
These mechanisms show some very important differences. They protect and restore entities at widely different granularities: packets at the IP layer, VC's or VP's at the ATM layer and optical channels at the WDM layer. They also react to different types of equipment failures. The failure of an optical channel will be directly recognized by the WDM optical cross-connect equipment but will also be felt at the IP layer as a reduction of the capacity of a number of links. In other cases, mechanisms in one layer, e.g., an OXC, are unaware of a failure in another layer, e.g., the failure of an IP router. And finally, the response times of these mechanisms are widely different, ranging from 50 ms for optical restoration to tens of seconds and even minutes for IP rerouting mechanisms.
In practice, users are totally unconcerned by these mechanisms. The users' notion of reliability is more closely tied to the Quality of Service they receive under normal and failure states. In this paper, we take the view that reliability objectives should be defined at the application layer in terms of the QoS received by the users. Because failures can occur at various layers, the design of networks must then be an integrated procedure that takes into account all layers and their failure mechanisms.
Even if networks could be designed with an integrated view of all the reliability mechanisms, there still remains the question of the actual implementation of these networks. One should be careful that the appropriate restoration mechanism is used for a given failure and the other layers are made aware that this procedure is being invoked so that they do not start a restoration procedure of their own. Up until recently, this kind of coordinated action was not possible in multilayer networks. This situation has changed since the IETF introduced multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) as a mechanism to provide QoS guarantees and traffic engineering (TE) on the Internet. This has been extended to Generalized MPLS (GMPLS) which operates both in the IP and optical domains [5] . With GMPLS, a label is not only a simple identifier as in MPLS but it binds directly to a physical entity such as a frequency, a time slot or a wavelength for an optical layer. In other words, GMPLS defines a new uniJied control plane and signaling functions common to optical and electronic networks. Thus, GMPLS enables interoperability between network layers by providing a high level abstraction of the end-to-end connectivity. GMPLS relies on a peer model in which all networks elements are related to the same unified control and signaling plane that builds the bridge to operate the MPLS network with the optical network. It is because of the availability of GMPLS that the integrated design of reliable networks becomes a practical alternative since it makes possible the inter-layer coordination required by the assumptions of integrated design.
GMPLS is the key element that makes it possible to implement networks designed in this way. In current overlay networks (e.g., IP-over-ATM-over-SONET), each layer has its own control plane which may initiate restoration independently of what happens in other layers.
Even though our ultimate objective is to be able to design networks with an arbitrary number of layers, we In that case, it is possible to define a simple effective bandwidth [9] that is uniform over all links of a connection and that depends on the source controllers only.
The other important improvement over [6] come essentially from a more accurate modeling of the QoS constraints 'and an improved solution procedure. In this way, we are able to meet fully all the QoS constraints rather than in a probabilistic manner as was the case with the model of [6].
The outline of the paper is as follows. The problem formulation is presented in Section 11. Section I11 describes the Lagrangian relaxation used to solve the model followed by some computational results and discussion in Section IV. Section V concludes this paper and gives the flavor for further work.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this work, we consider only the synthesis of the logical network (routing and capacity assignment of the LSPs) for a given set of failure scenarios in the fiber network. We assume that a link-disjoint mapping of the lightpaths on the fiber network is given and that only single fiber link failure may happen. Finally, we assume that wavelength conversion is provided so that we can ignore the wavelength continuity constraints. Figure 1 shows the network model we consider here which consists in a$ber network (physical network) underlying an optical layer or virtual topology (logical network) that carries MPLS label switched paths (LSPs) traffic. The fiber network is composed of WDM optical crossconnects (OXCs) and fiber links and the virtual topology involves label switched routers (LSRs) and lightpaths which are routed into the fiber layer. This figure displays a diverse lightpath routing where fiber link (3-4) is used to route a fraction of the lightpaths (1-3) and (2-3). At a higher level, LSPl is routed through lightpath (1-3) and LSP2 through lightpaths (1-3) and (3-2). Thus, the failure of fiber (3-4) means a decrease of the total bandwidth available for both LSPl and LSPz and this actually affects the traffic distribution in the logical network. For this reason, it is important to look at an integrated synthesis where both IPMPLS and optical layers are designed at the same time.
A. Network Model
Restoration schemes co-exist in both layers. At this first stage of our work, we consider only the restoration of LSP's by rerouting them in the IP layer and don't look at restoration into the optical layer. We assume that some services (e.g., mail or ftp) can tolerate a relatively long restoration time so that we do not need to restore them via the fast mechanisms of the optical layer but can use traffic rerouting at the IP layer. The only assumption is that lightpaths connecting two LSRs are link-disjoint in the optical layer. This guarantees that the network remains connected in the event of a fiber link failure. Since we do not consider a dynamic reconfiguration (restoration) of the lightpaths after a failure, the question is then to compute the routes and bandwidths of the LSP's that have to be provisioned in the IP layer to meet all the QoS requirements in all the failure states. Because they will be restored in the IP layer, these LSP's can be routed over unprotected optical facilities thus reducing the amount of back-up facilities required in the fiber layer. The work presented here is an algorithm to compute the routing and capacity assignment of LSP's required in the IP network that meets all the reliability requirements.
B. Notation
The undirected graph G(V,E) represents the virtual topology where V is the set of LSRs and E the set of lightpaths. Likewise, GP(VP, E P ) represents the fiber network where VP represents the set of OXC's and E P the set of optical fibers. We assume that there is no failure of cross-connect equipment and a state k of the network is a binary vector which describes the condition (operational or failed) of all the fiber links.
A session i may correspond to a LSP and defines a path between an origin-destination (OD) pair followed by a particular class of traffic or forward equivalence class (FEC). As we will see later, we can define an effective bandwidth for a session and this bandwidth is expressed as an integer multiple of some basic bandwidth unit (BBU).
We denote Z the set of sessions and K the set of network states. We want to compute the following variables: the traffic flow of session i for the network being -in state k . We use fe to denote the vector of traffic of all sessions on link e; the server rate i.e., the number of BBU's on link e. In general, a LSP requires more than one BBU. be the cost of adding one unit of capacity to link e; be the capacity already in place on link e; be the blocking probability function for traffic from session i on link e; be the grade of service (GoS) of the session i in state k, i.e., the probability for that session to be blocked. We refer to Z i , k as the maximum GoS allowed. In this model, we want to minimize the cost of the logical network (1) given that 1) traffic is feasible for the routing (2), 2) the GoS for all sessions don't exceed the prescribed bounds (3), 3) there might be capacities already installed on some links (4) and 4) the capacities are integer variables (5).
This problem is difficult to solve because of the integer constraints (5) and the nonlinear GoS constraints (3). The problem is thus a nonlinear problem with integer constraints which is likely to be very hard to solve. Therefore, we consider some approximations to relax the original problem
The first approximation will be to relax the lower bounds on installed capacities (4) and the integer constraints ( 5 ) since we are facing huge capacities in broadband networks.
D. ESfective Bandwidth
The feasibility constraints (2) are simplified in a number of ways. First, the packet QoS constraints are replaced by an effective bandwidth, just as in the case of the design of ATM networks [6] . In the present work, a difference is that QoS constraints are not necessarily based on buffer overflow and packets or cell loss but rather on the delay experienced by packets as common in IP/MPLS networks.
Our work is based on network calculus which gives bounds on the maximum end-to-end delay experienced by traffic sources constrained by leaky-bucket [lo] . It is generally felt that FCFS (First Come First Served) is not appropriate to achieve QoS where several traffic streams with different requirements are involved. Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) is a widely studied model [7] , [8] which can be used in the network calculus framework to yield the bounds.
The metric available is the maximum end-to-end delay 0; faced by a packet in the session i and the measure of interest is the call blocking probability of the session i.
Let pi be the average rate of arrival and ui the maximum burst size of session i, o i the maximum end-to-end delay allowed for the session, then according to [9] , we can define an effective bandwidth required by i so that the session will satisfy the maximum delay constraint. An important point is that this effective bandwidth is the same over all links in the path. This is simpler than the case for ATM, where the effective bandwidth is link-dependent.
Let wi be the effective bandwidth required by session i
and We be the vector of service rates of all sessions passing through link e. The effective bandwidth of session i is:
(1-5).
Based on (6) and 191, we can state that a session i is blocked if : 0; > D i g i < wi , gi being the minimum rate allocated to i by the servers in the path followed by i. Given a session i, computing the GoS returns to check whether the minimum available bandwidth on the path exceeds the effective bandwidth. Using this condition, we can see that the constraints (2) reduce to the calculation of carried traffic in a circuit-switched problem.
E. Flow Formulation
The QoS constraints (2) for a circuit-switched network can be solved by a fixed-point approach [ll] . This procedure is time consuming for the size of problems we intend to deal with. Consequently, they are replaced by an uncapacitated multicommodity flow model where we assume 1) that all connection requests are accepted, 2) the flows representing the connections on the links are conserved at the network nodes and 3) the end-to-end loss probability on a path is given by the sum of the loss probabilities on the links of that path. Under these assumptions, the variables f become a multicommodity flow and the set O ( k ) is a shorthand for the conservation equations for this flow at all the nodes in the network. In that case, the GoS of session i and network state k is computed
e€& where B,,i(IC) is the blocking probability function for traffic from session i on link e in the network state IC. B e , i depends on f e , We and Ne.
These approximations would appear quite strong but previous work [12] has shown that they were sufficiently accurate in the case of circuit-switched networks for the purpose of network design. Extending this technique to other networks raises two questions: first, whether the solution algorithm is still fast enough to be usable for large networks and if so, whether the solution is sufficiently accurate to be used with a real-time algorithm. This paper is an answer to the first question, the second one being left for further work.
The modified formulation of the integrated synthesis is then (Primal Problem):
e€& where f is a multicommodity vector defined by Eq. (2).
These equations can be written for a given state as
where we have defined the index Z(k) to represent all the paths that are used by traffic of type in state k, f j , k the amount of flow of type i that is carried on path no 1 in state k and Ai as the average connections demand for traffic of type i.
SOLUTION TECHNIQUE
We propose a Lagrangian relaxation as a dual solution method for the model (l), (2) and ( E! ) , so that the problem can be decomposed and be more tractable.
A. Lagrangian Relaxation
Let e i , k be the multipliers associated to the QoS constraints (8). The Lagrangian function of the primal problem is given by Design of Reliable Communication Networks (DRCN) 2003, Banff, Alberta, Canada, October 19-22,2003 
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We want our method to be a service-oriented design. So we define le,i(IC) as the arc-path incidence matrix which takes the value 1 when arc e belongs to the path of session i and 0 otherwise. Let X,,i(IC) = f i , k & i ( k ) be the total traffic from session i which is offered to link e in state IC. We set (2), (8) is a constrained nonlinear multicommodity flow problem. Several algorithms exist in the literature deal with this problem. We choose the Frank-Wolfe method also called $ow deviation method [ 131 in which we try to find a direction of descent and a step size to move in that direction. This method is interesting because it also provides candidate routes which can be used to operate the network as explained in [12] .
Denote by Y,,i(IC) the direction of descent. Then for each network state IC, the call routing problem is r 1 subject to the flow constraints (2).
2 ) Dimensioning Sub-problem: When we fix the traffic carried by the LSPs ( f i , k ) , the minimization of the resulting Lagrange function becomes separable by link. The firstorder conditions are given for each link e by
C. Dual Problem
To solve the dual problem, we propose to use a subgradient optimization method [ 141 where the Lagrangian multipliers a i , k for every session and each network state (normal and failure states) are updated by where E is a scaling factor for the constraint violation.
The sub-gradient algorithm represented by the flow chart of Figure 2 works as follows. We begin with an initial solution for the flow variables f. A one-hop routing scheme is a good starting point. At each iteration, we set or update the multipliers using (16) and then solve iteratively the dimensioning subproblem (DP) and the call routing subproblem (RP) for each network state (normal and failure states) until convergence. In order to speed up the algorithm, we only make one iteration of the CFA at each dual iteration. We check whether the overall dual problem converges, otherwise we iterate the whole process. The convergence of the dual problem is reached when the QoS constraints are met within 5% (in relative terms) in every state and the increase in the dual function becomes sufficiently small.
IV. RESULTS
In this section, we provide results for three test networks: a 3-node network (see Figure 1) ; a 19-node network of 37 physical nodes, 19 routers and 65 transmission links; and a real network composed of 10 routers, 18 physical nodes and 27 transmission links previously used by [ 151 (see Figure 3) .
The unit trunk costs structure K e is drawn from the data provided in [15] and the traffic demands for all sessions were randomly generated.
The mean rate (p), maximum burst size (a) and the GoS constraints in terms of maximum delay (D) are given in Table I for 3 classes of service. The call blocking probabilities requirements for all connection requests are selected to be 1% in the normal state and 20% in each failure state. The computations were performed on a 2 GHz Pentium IV processor with the Linux Operating System. We are interested in two kinds of results. The first set has to do with the behavior of the algorithm itself and in particular its convergence rate on relatively large networks. The second set is used to examine on the small network some properties of the solutions in terms of feasibility and the effect of the packet QoS requirement.
A. Convergence of the Algorithm
The speed of convergence of the algorithm is tied to two main factors: the size of the problem and the choice of initial multipliers. The choice of the initial multipliers determines the initial solution that starts the iterating process and the size of the physical network governs the number of states the algorithm has to go through. Table I1 shows the computation time and the total number of iterations performed for the different sets of tests.
Figures 5 show an example of slow convergence due to a poor choice of initial solutions (see sets 2 and 3). The same thing occurs with the set 2 of 19-node test network at Table 11 . We have found that the initial value of the multipliers should be chosen such that the two terms of the Lagrange function (10) should be approximately equal. Otherwise, ill-conditioning often causes slow convergence and oscillations of the algorithm.
Altogether, these results indicate that the subgradient method can converge sufficiently fast to be able to compute networks of intermediate size. The next question is whether the solutions that are computed are adequate, especially in terms of the GoS constraints in the failed states.
B. Solutions
We now illustrate the structure of the solutions that are produced by the algorithm. Most of the results are Table 11. The table shows the network and dual costs, the duality gap, given by (2 -4)/4, the computation time (in min.) and the number of dual iterations (# it.) for each test network and for some initial values of the Lagrange multipliers (a0 for the normal state, a k for all failure states).
The different sets of results show that the method works well since we obtain solutions with duality gap under 10% and even about 5% for 19-node network and 1.7% for the 3-node network. These low duality gaps reveal that the local solutions produced are close to a local optimum.
The algorithm generates solutions that are feasible within a given small tolerance. For this purpose, Figures 7 and 8 display the actual values of the GoS experienced in some states for the test sets identified by a star in Table 11 . Those graphs are presented here because they actually represent the states in which the GoS are maximum. We can see that the QoS constraints are met in all network states.
We can see on the graph that only a small number of GoS constraints are tight in a given failed state. This might suggest that the flows could be rearranged to take up the GoS constraints are tight in one state or the other. This is shown on Figure 9 which presents the GoS for the 3 OD pairs of the logical network under all failure states. We can see that there is very little slack available overall even though there can be some for any single failure state.
C. ESfect of GoS
We can use the algorithm to investigate some features of reliable design. We present here some preliminary results for the 3-node network where we have examined the effect on the overall network cost of decreasing the packet-level delay constraint for each traffic class. The results are shown in Tables LIT, IV and V. We see that there is a significant increase in the network cost.
V. CONCLUSION
This integrated design method explores a given failure scenario and proposes a robust dimensioning based on the physical and the logical network topologies. The approach takes into account the impact of failures from the end user perspective with the introduction of effective bandwidth. In case of failure, the solution offers a preplanned list of backup paths that can be used to reroute the traffic.
We have been able to test the model on big backbone networks with about 40 physical nodes and the method performs well since it provides quasi-optimal solutions which respect the different QoS constraints.
This method is a good tool to investigate different restoration strategies and evaluate their performances on network costs. We are going further in this work in order to compare this method to others with respect to solution costs and computation times. 
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